
Designed for operation with scales:Designed for operation with scales:

TERMINAL E2R FORMULAS TERMINAL E2R FORMULAS

Functions:Functions:

 Based on indicator PUE 5

Product description:Product description:

Operation on E2R SYSTEM files – adding, deleting and editing of records in files of:

        assortments,          operators,      contractors, 

        stocks,                      formulas,      tares (packages),

Monitoring of weighing records carried out on scales equipped with indicator series 

PUE 5;  

Formula making process based on Production Orders;

Determination of sample size for each ingredient of a formula;

Determination of tolerance limits for weighed ingredient;

Weighing a formula to a pre-defined target mass;

Operation on Production Orders;

Defining access levels for each user of the system;

Carrying out Production Orders with manufactured units;

Weighing remaining from each manufactured unit;

Weighing ingredients in multiple processes;

Weighing each ingredient of a formula on a separate scale / weighing platform;

Determining batch number after each weighing process,

Formula making process with dosing mode;

Production Order realization on multiple scales equipped with PUE 5 indicator;

Multiple realization of the same formula; 

Operation on Formulas and Orders files;

Realization of a Production Order divided into phases;

Stock management operations;

Holding up the process of Formula and Production Order realization;

Cooperation with receipt and label printers;

Labeling directly from the level of PUE 5 indicator;

New, user friendly application look.

Module Terminal E2R Formulas is a software version of 
indicator PUE 5 enabling weighing the ingredients of a 
specific formula according to a production order on a single 
or multiple weighing platforms, connected to an indicator 
series PUE 5. The software also provides defining tolerance 
limits for a specific ingredient and limited operation on E2R 
SYSTEM files from the level of PUE 5 indicator.
The E2R Formulas software is directed to customers in 
various industrial branches, like: building, food-processing, 
sugar, chemical, pharmaceutical and engineering, and in any 
other application requiring ingredients filling or weighing 
assortments by a specific formula.
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* NOTE! RADWAG does not sell software 'in box'. Boxes presented on our Web-site are of virtual characteristic only, and they are not accessible with purchased software. 
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